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Localized turbulence in extended systems 
Introduction   

Examples:     

turbulent spot turbulent stripes 

Characteristics:  - spatio-temporal phenomenon 
  - localized turbulent patterns 
  - pattern length scale >> internal correlation length 

plane Couette flow: 

Barkley & Tuckerman, 2005 Emmons, 1951 

pipe flow: equilibrium puff 

spot grows in time 

time 
Lundbladh & Johansson, 1991 

Problem:  Spatial features not captured by known exact solutions 



Exact solutions support turbulence  
Introduction   

Question:  Existence of localized exact solutions? 

Approach:  Edge tracking in extended plane Couette flow  

Chaotic saddle supports turbulent dynamics: 

Model: pinball 

Random ‘bouncing’ between exact 
solutions (weakly unstable) 

Exact solutions - examples:   
Pipe flow: traveling waves Plane Couette: equilibria 

vortices vanishing downstream velocity 

But: All solutions are spatially periodic ! 



Edge state in a small periodic box 
Introduction   

laminar 

turbulent 

saddle 
edge of chaos 

Conceptional idea: follow stability boundary to compute saddle state 

y

x

z

: Edge state: fixed point (exactly one unstable direction) 

Observation: Approach to local attractor in the edge – edge state 

lower branch equilibrium Interpretation: 

edge of chaos: 

laminar 

turbulent 

stable manifold (co-dimension =1) 

Skufca, Yorke & Eckhardt PRL 2006; Schneider, Eckhardt & Yorke PRL 2007; Schneider et al. PRE 2008 



Observation: Follow arbitrary edge trajectory 

Edge state:  - localized exact coherent structure 
  - single unstable direction 

   - traveling wave (slowly moving in downstream direction) 
Question:  Localization mechanism?  

Edge states in a wide channel   

random initial condition 

Spectrum 

Schneider, Marinc & Eckhardt JFM 2010 



Edge states in a wide channel   

Bifurcation diagram 
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lower branch equilibrium bifurcation 

periodic 

localized 

Interpretation:  Localized solution emerge in pattern-forming bifurcation 
Question:  Bifurcation mechanism?  

Origin of localized exact solutions 

localized traveling wave 

Schneider, Marinc & Eckhardt JFM 2010 

Nagata, 1990; Clever & Busse, 1997 



Edge states in a wide channel   

periodic fixed point traveling wave localized fixed point 

even odd 
Compare: Localized patterns in Swift-Hohenberg equation 

Speculation: Similar bifurcation scenario (homoclinic snaking) 

odd odd even 

? 

Solution branches : averaged profiles  

Same characteristics:  - alternating symmetry 
   - matching functional form 

The pattern-forming bifurcation 

JHP Dawes, J. App. Dyn. Sys. 7,186 (2008) 



Homoclinic Snaking 
Swift-Hohenberg equation on the real axis 

Fixed points:   

r 
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bifurcation diagram 

x 

u 
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`trivial’ fixed point 

Bistability: Coexisting `trivial’ and periodically structured fixed points 

x 

u 

0 

periodic fixed point 

Question: Where are the localized solutions? 



Burke & Knobloch Chaos 2008, Beck et al. 2008 

Homoclinic Snaking 

localized branches 

Observation: Multitude of stable localized fixed points with growing size 

Spatial dynamics: Fixed point equation as a dynamical system in space 

- 4D phase space 
- trajectories parameterized by x 

hyperbolic fixed point 

periodic orbit 

localized Localized states:    Homoclinic orbits of the origin 
       requires heteroclinic connection to the periodic orbit  

Bifurcation diagram 

Localization mechanism 



Localized `cousins’ of extended states  
Snaking in plane Couette flow (?) 

Approach: Follow localized solutions in even wider channels 

Schneider, Gibson & Burke, PRL, 2010 

Bifurcation diagram: 

Localized traveling waves 

Localized equilibria 

Periodic NBC-equilibrium 

Swift-Hohenberg 



Localized `cousins’ of extended states  
Bifurcation diagram: Snakes-and-Ladders 

Snakes:  
Saddle-Node bifurcations 

(downstream velocity at midplane) 

Neutral mode: 

`Rungs’ (sideview)  
‘odd’ 

‘even’ 

non-symmetric 

Result:  Complete snaking phenomenology in Navier-Stokes dynamics 
Schneider, Gibson & Burke, PRL, 2010 



Localized `cousins’ of extended states  
Relevance for localized turbulence ? 

Observations:  - Several families of localized solutions 
  - Cover relevant transitional Reynolds numbers  
  - Weakly unstable ( < 10 unstable directions) 

Variation with streamwise wavelength Lx: 

Example at  Re=505: 

Idea:  Localized exact solutions may support localized turbulence 
   Extend dynamical systems approach to spatio-temporal phenomena  

Dream:  Explain localization mechanism for turbulence in extended domains   

Under construction !! 



Aim 1: Explain localized states in wide plane Couette channels 
step a:  show typical snaking phenomenology in plane Couette flow 

step b:  derive effective amplitude equation from Navier-Stokes and 
 redo detailed bifurcation analysis 

Pattern formation in transitional turbulence   
The plan / dream 

(Lloyd et al. SIAM J. Appl. Dyn. Sys., 2008) 
Numerically observed 2D snaking in Swift-Hohenberg 

But:   no theory for non-conservative systems (?) 

Aim 2: Demonstrate / explain localization in 2D  
wanted: (a) Theory for pattern formation in 2D and 3D 

 (b) Fully localized solution to start continuation studies  

Aim 3 (dream): Explain general localization mechanism for     
   turbulence in spatially extended systems 



The problem: known exact solutions cannot capture localized turbulence 
Summary / Outlook  

Method: edge tracking and continuation in wide channels 
Result:  localized counterparts of periodic NBC-equilibrium 
Localization mechanism: homoclinic snaking 

Questions: - 2D snaking in Navier-Stokes dynamics? 
  - Derive effective amplitude equation from Navier-Stokes? 

Dream: understand general pattern-forming mechanisms in spatially 
 extended flow systems  

Spatially periodic Spot growing in space vs. 
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